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Jazz it up is the new age mantra that has penetrated in the market to such an extent that now any
thing and everything we possess should be jazzed up. Why, havenâ€™t you heard the beautiful models
talk about it? The posters and hoardings are screaming out loud calling people to buy elements to
jazz up each and every essential part of their house. Then how can the furniture industry stay
behind.

The furniture industry or to be more specific the laminate industry has been evolving with each
passing day and thatâ€™s the reason behind the huge popularity of laminates to decorate our homes.
So now coming to jazzing it up, if you have to jazz up your counter top laminates with more variety
and definition then go for abstract laminates.

Usually, counter top laminates are found in basic colours of brown, grey and prunes. While these
coloures and textures are most sought after and hugely popular, some people want to still
experiment with different things. Abstract laminates come into play exactly for such people. Counter
top laminates can now appear more vivid if one chooses from the various abstract laminate styles
available in the market. But first thing first, one must choose the type of abstract laminates based on
the area of usage of the counter tops.

To elucidate, if you want to change the laminate for your living room counter top on which youâ€™ve
placed family photographs or an antique decorative element, then you must use an abstract texture
that is contrasting to the walls colour. Abstract laminates work best with contrasts.

Similarly, when it comes to kitchen counter top laminates; it usually recommended that you go for an
abstract texture in the high pressure laminate category. After all, the counter top laminates of your
kitchen are exposed to high pressure from knives and other chopping and grinding appliances.

Bathroom counter top laminate should be a little more different. While hygiene and cleanliness is top
priority in the bathroom, you should then choose a laminate that has high anti water seepage
quality. You can go for compact grade laminates in abstract textures that have this quality. Also, if
you want to experiment with the look of your bathroom counter top laminates, then go for abstract
laminates that come is more metallic and solid colours. These colours will give your bathroom and
larger look and make you feel calm and composed when bathing. A stress reliever of sorts, some
abstract laminates prove really great when it comes to tantalizing your senses!
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Smith - About Author:
Greenlam is Asiaâ€™s best a laminate  solution provider. At Greenlam, sustainability combines with
aesthetics to provide creative laminate solutions like a abstract laminates, a counter top laminates
etc. Greenlam laminates are sturdy and eco-friendly.
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